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Basic Phonics Skills Level A
"Correlated to State standards. Variant consonant sounds, silent letters, digraphs & diphthongs, prefixes & suffixes, plural & inflectional endings, word families, 20 reproducible little phonics readers"--Cover.
Reproducable full-colour storybooks and storyboard cutouts provide ready-to-use activities. Includes information about: animals of the savannah (Africa); animals of the forest (North America); animals of the desert (Mexico); animals of the arctic tundra; and animals of the rainforest (South America).
The Curious About Phonics Learn-to-Read program can help your child master the basic phonics skills that are the building blocks for a lifetime of reading and learning. This e-collection of twelve books introduce a carefully selected progression of letter sounds; there are repeated examples of the sounds being focused on, and high-frequency words (the,
and) are called out, as are challenge words (rabbit, pancake). Challenge words are always referenced in the art. Also included with the set is a handy parent guide.
Provide explicit, systematic phonics instruction and practice in just 15 to 20 minutes a day! The Daily Phonics series helps students reading below grade level gain the phonemic awareness, decoding, and word-study skills necessary to read proficiently.
Big Book of Phonics, Grades K - 3
Phonics - 2
Daily Phonics, Grade 4-6+
Hooked on Phonics Learn to Read - Levels 1&2 Complete
All about Animals Around the World
Chall Popp Phonics
Glen and Trish love to dive. Glen likes to look at fish, and Trish wants to find gold on a sunken ship! But something in the sea is killing the fish. What can Glen and Trish do? Reef Dive is a level 3 book in the Sound Out Phonics Based Chapter Books series, which feature six levels of phonics progression that gives students multiple opportunities to practice specific phonics skills. Level 3 focuses on one-syllable words with short and long vowels and consonant blends and
digraphs.
Hooked on Phonics® Learn to Read Levels 1&2 Complete includes both Pre-K levels of the complete 8-level Learn to Read series. - Level 1: Early Emergent Readers (Pre-K) - Level 2: Early Emergent Readers (Pre-K) - Level 3: Emergent Readers (Kindergarten) - Level 4: Emergent Readers (Kindergarten) - Level 5: Transitional Readers (First Grade) - Level 6: Transitional Readers (First Grade) - Level 7: Early Fluent Readers (Second Grade) - Level 8: Early Fluent Readers
(Second Grade) Designed to give your child a strong foundation in phonemic awareness, a crucial pre-reading skill, Learn to Read Levels 1&2 Complete introduces these beginning concepts: - The Alphabet - Recognizing and Matching Uppercase and Lowercase Letters - Tracing and Learning Letter Shapes - Identifying Letter Sounds - Rhyming Words and Beginning Sounds This set includes: - 4 Original Storybooks written to reinforce the skills your child learns in the program
- Pop! Pop! Pop! - The Letter Hunt - Follow That Ball - Make Room for Zelda - 2 Bonus Books by the award-winning children’s book author and illustrator David McPhail - The Cereal Box - The Party - 2 Workbooks that will guide you and your child through all of the lessons and many fun activities - 2 DVDs filled with music videos and fun introductions to each lesson, where letters come to life - 2 Sets of Stickers to proudly display in the workbooks and celebrate reading
success - 4 Sets of Letters and Picture Flashcards designed to reinforce letter names and letter sounds - Online access to all video lessons PLUS bonus content on MyHop (My.HookedonPhonics.com) Designed in conjunction with leading educators, award-winning authors, teachers and parents, Hooked on Phonics® Learn to Read uses a proven, simple, and fun method to give your child a strong foundation in phonics and reading skills. - Learn: Your child learns to read new
words by watching the videos and reading the workbook. - Practice: Your child practices reading the new sound combinations and words in the workbook. - Read: Your child puts it all together to read a great story. - Celebrate: Celebrate success after each lesson and track your child’s progress!
Help children improve their writing while learning important grammar and punctuation rules. These colorful activity books make language skill practice fun!
In a Fresh Look at Phonics, Wiley Blevins, author of the blockbuster Phonics from A-Z, explains the 7 ingredients of phonics instruction that lead to the greatest student gains, based on two decades of research in classrooms. For each of these seven must-haves, Wiley shares lessons, routines, word lists, tips for ELL and advanced learners, and advice on pitfalls to avoid regarding pacing, decodable texts, transition time, and more. A Fresh Look at Phonics is the evidence-based
solution you have been seeking that ensures all students develop a solid foundation for reading.
Primary Phonics 1 Storybooks
Curious George Curious About Phonics 12 Book Set
Jumbo Fun with the Alphabet
Grades K-3: 30 Independent Practice Packets That Help Children Learn Key Phonics Skills and Set the Stage for Reading Success
Level D
Explode the Code 1 Student
"Correlated to State standards. Beginning & ending consonants, short vowels, plural & inflectional endings, word families, 20 reproducible little phonics readers"--Cover.
Daily instruction on reading strategies and skills needed to improve comprehension and raise test scores.
This book covers common phonics topics such as blends, digraphs, vowel combinations, prefixes, and suffixes. Included are worksheets, games, and activities.
An instructional must-have -- full-color centers that accompany Basic Phonics Skills.
Basic Phonics Skills, Level D
Daily Phonics, Grade 3
Week-by-Week Phonics Packets
Sound Out Chapter Books Set B-3
Daily Phonics, Grade 3 Individual Student Practice Book
Skill Sharpeners Grammar and Punctuation, Grade 1

Hooked on Phonics® Learn to Read Level 1 is the first Pre-K level in the complete 8-level Learn to Read series. - Level 1: Early Emergent Readers (Pre-K) - Level 2: Early Emergent Readers (Pre-K) - Level 3: Emergent Readers (Kindergarten) - Level 4: Emergent Readers (Kindergarten) - Level 5: Transitional Readers (First Grade) - Level 6: Transitional Readers (First Grade) - Level 7: Early Fluent
Readers (Second Grade) - Level 8: Early Fluent Readers (Second Grade) Designed to give your child a strong foundation in phonemic awareness, a crucial pre-reading skill, Learn to Read Level 1 introduces these beginning concepts: - The Alphabet - Recognizing Uppercase Letters - Tracing Letter Shapes - Identifying Letter Sounds - Rhyming Words and Beginning Sounds This set includes: - 2
Original Storybooks written to reinforce the skills your child learns in the program - Pop! Pop! Pop! - The Letter Hunt - 1 Bonus Book, The Cereal Box, by the award-winning children’s book author and illustrator David McPhail - 1 Workbook that will guide you and your child through all of the lessons and many fun activities - 1 DVD filled with music videos and fun introductions to each lesson, where
letters come to life - 1 Set of Stickers to proudly display in the workbooks and celebrate reading success - 2 Sets of Letters and Picture Flashcards designed to reinforce letter names and letter sounds - Online access to all video lessons PLUS bonus content on MyHop (My.HookedonPhonics.com) Designed in conjunction with leading educators, award-winning authors, teachers and parents, Hooked
on Phonics® Learn to Read uses a proven, simple, and fun method to give your child a strong foundation in phonics and reading skills. - Learn: Your child learns to read new words by watching the videos and reading the workbook. - Practice: Your child practices reading the new sound combinations and words in the workbook. - Read: Your child puts it all together to read a great story. - Celebrate:
Celebrate success after each lesson and track your child’s progress!
"MCP "Plaid" Phonics" Level A helps students become fluent readers. Activities help students develop spelling (encoding), recognize words in context, and use phonics in word-building and personal writing. It provides teachers with a direct model for integrating phonics and reading through reading activities.
Practical, effective, evidence-based reading interventions thatchange students' lives Essentials of Understanding and Assessing ReadingDifficulties is a practical, accessible, in-depth guide toreading assessment and intervention. It provides a detaileddiscussion of the nature and causes of reading difficulties, whichwill help develop the knowledge and confidence needed to accuratelyassess why a
student is struggling. Readers will learn aframework for organizing testing results from current assessmentbatteries such as the WJ-IV, KTEA-3, and CTOPP-2. Case studiesillustrate each of the concepts covered. A thorough discussion isprovided on the assessment of phonics skills, phonologicalawareness, word recognition, reading fluency, and readingcomprehension. Formatted for easy reading as
well as quickreference, the text includes bullet points, icons, callout boxes,and other design elements to call attention to importantinformation. Although a substantial amount of research has shown that mostreading difficulties can be prevented or corrected, standardreading remediation efforts have proven largely ineffective. Schoolpsychologists are routinely called upon to evaluate students withreading
difficulties and to make recommendations to address suchdifficulties. This book provides an overview of the best assessmentand intervention techniques, backed by the most current researchfindings. Bridge the gap between research and practice Accurately assess the reason(s) why a student strugglesin reading Improve reading skills using the most highly effectiveevidence-based techniques Reading
may well be the most important thing students are taughtduring their school careers. It is a skill they will use every dayof their lives; one that will dictate, in part, later life success.Struggling students need help now, and Essentials ofUnderstanding and Assessing Reading Difficulties shows how toget these students on track.
The instruction in Jumbo Fun with the Alphabet focuses on the four basic readiness skills that all students need to master before moving on to a formal reading program.Alphabetic Awareness,To become of a successful reader, students must know the names, shapes, and forms of all 26 letters of the alphabet. Jumbo Fun with the Alphabet helps students achieve this goal by introducing them to the
letters of the alphabet using engaging, illustrated animals whose names start with the featured letter such, as ant, bear, cat, and so on. The animal becomes a common thread throughout the activities for that letter, facilitating both sight and sound recognition.Phonemic Awareness,Realizing that words are made up of sounds and hearing those sounds in spoken language are important steps in reading
readiness development. "Hear It!" and "Draw It!" lessons provide this essential practice by asking students to recognize and indentify beginning sounds through reproducible art and matching activities.Print Awareness,Beginning readers need practice distinguishing the difference between a single letter, a word, a sentence, and a story. The simple story inside each "Read It!" mini storybook introduces
important concepts-of-print skills while further reinforcing letter and sound recognition.Visual Discrimination,Students are given multiple opportunities to view the letters of the alphabet and to practice making them. The "Draw It!," "Write It!," and "Make It!" activities engage students in visual discrimination practice while they practice drawing and following directions.
Hooked on Phonics Learn to Read - Level 1
A Fresh Look at Phonics, Grades K-2
Daily Reading Comprehension, Grade 1
Basic Phonics Skills Level C
Essentials Edition, Ages 4-6
Common Causes of Failure and 7 Ingredients for Success
Teacher-tested classroom strategies: Teacher's Editions include: teaching and intervention strategies, related reading suggestions, charts, games, and other resources right where you can get to them, fast! The Teacher's Editions for Levels A and B also include alphabet cards that feature the characters introduced in the Student Book.Teacher's Editions recommend specific Early Phonics Readers (short vowels) and Phonics
Readers (long vowels and consonant blends and digraphs) to support many lessons. These books give readers targeted phonics practice and help transition them from instruction to independent reading.
Learning phonics is fun with this big collection of easy-to-read nonfiction books about children's favorite animals--from bugs to apes, frogs to whales! Inside the sturdy little box, you'll find 24 photo-filled titles that target and teach short vowels, long vowels, blends, and more. Includes a mini-workbook, motivating stickers, and a handy parent guide filled with quick tips to help your child become an able, agile reader. An incredible
value! For use with Grades PreK-2.
Basic Phonics Skills Level CEvan-Moor Educational Publishers
"Provide explicit, systematic phonics instruction and practice in just 15 to 20 minutes a day! Daily Phonics helps students gain the phonemic awareness, decoding, and word-study skills they need to read proficiently."--Publisher's website.
Adventures in Phonics
Early Emergent Readers (Pre-K | Ages 3-4)
A Guide to Teaching
Matching Texts to Readers for Effective Teaching
Easy Nonfiction Books That Teach Key Phonics Skills
MCP "Plaid" Phonics

Provides lessons, activities, pre-tests, and reproducible words lists to help struggling readers develop phonics skills.
Strengthen students' phonics skills with these reproducibles and activities from Teacher's Helper; magazine. Includes background information, class projects, literature links, awards, patterns, and ideas for math manipulatives and games.
A systematic, phonics-based early reading program that includes: the most practice for every skill, decodable readers for every skill, and reinforcement materials--help struggling students succeed in the regular classroom
Daily Phonics, Grade 3 helps struggling readers and English learners develop the phonics skills necessary to become proficient, on-grade-level readers. Students first learn basic phonics skills typically mastered in grades 1 and 2, and then they progress to skills taught in grade 3. Lessons
and activities are designed with age-appropriate formats that respect the older learner.
Phonics and Word Study for Struggling Readers
Level B
Essentials of Assessing, Preventing, and Overcoming Reading Difficulties
Basic Phonics Skills, Level B
Hooked on Phonics Beginning Reading
Leveled Books (K-8)
30 Independent Practice Packets That Help Children Learn Key Phonics Skills and Set the Stage for Reading SuccessThese easy-to-manage, ready-to-reproduce practice packets are a perfect way to target the phonics skills children need to master. Children can work through the packets independently and at their own pace. Covers letter-sound relationships, beginning
and ending consonants, short vowels, long vowel patterns, phonograms, variant vowels, consonant clusters and digraphs, word structure, and more Fun formats include word-shape recognition puzzles, fill-in rhymes and stories, word searches, and more Fosters independent learning Great classroom management tool Effective for second language learners and RTI
instruction Flexible and easy to use in class or as homework
Provide students with frequent, focused skills practice with this Reproducible Teacher's Edition. The reproducible format and additional teacher resources provide everything needed to help students master and retain basic skills. In Building Spelling Skills Daily Practice, Grade 6+, students will learn 18 spelling words per week (540 total). Three sentences for dictation
are provided for each list.
Discusses the use of leveled texts in kindergarten through eighth-grade classrooms, examines the "text base" needed for effective language literacy instruction, provides guidelines for creating a high-quality leveled book collection and matching books to readers, and explains how to analyze and level books.
"In a convenient, easy-to-read format, these interdependent continua show the grade level at which students typically demonstrate specific abilities related to the use of oral and written language."--BOOK JACKET.
The Continuum of Literacy Learning, Grades K-2
Phonic Reading Lessons
A Big Collection of Exciting Informational Books That Target and Teach Key Phonics Skills
Basic Phonics Skills
Animal Phonics Readers Parent Pack
The Best of Teacher's Helper PhonicsLearning to decode is easy with this big collection of engaging informational books on kids' favorite animals--from bugs to apes, frogs to whales! Inside the sturdy storage box, you'll find a total of 144 full-color books (6 copies of 24 titles) that target and teach short vowels, long vowels, blends, digraphs, and more. Includes a 144-page teaching guide filled with reading strategies and companion reproducibles. An invaluable resource for all
preK-2 classrooms. Contains a sturdy storage unit.
"Correlated to State standards. Print awareness, phonemic awareness, alphabetic awareness, sound-symbol association, 26 reproducible little alphabet readers"--Cover.
"Correlated to State standards. Print awareness, phonemic awareness, alphabetic awareness, sound-symbol association, 26 reproducible little alphabet readers."--Cover.
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Basic Phonics Skills, Level D (Grades 2-3) features 242 reproducible skill sheets and 20 reproducible Little Phonics Readers. The book is organized as follows: - Variant Consonant Sounds - Silent Letters - Vowel and Consonant Digraphs - Diphthongs - R-controlled Vowels - Syllables and Schwa - Prefixes and Suffixes - Plural and Inflectional Endings: s, es, ed, ing, ly - Word Families: activity sheets and word strips provide practice of 20
word families - Little Phonics Readers: 20 reproducible word family readers
Quick Phonics Screener
Daily Phonics, Grade 2
Reef Dive
Animal Phonics Readers
Building Spelling Skills, Grade 2
Level A
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